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Precipitation change 2070-2099 minus 
1940-1969 simulated by two different 
climate models. SSP5-8.5 scenario
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Sources of uncertainty
* Radiative forcing uncertainty (or scenario uncertainty)  
* Climate response uncertainty (includes model uncertainty)
* Natural and internal climate variability (solar activity, volcanic eruptions) 
 

Summary for policymakers (AR5 , AR6)

Scenario: social, political
 can be reduced but CANNOT
 be treated probabilistically

 cannot be reduced but CAN
 be treated probabilistically
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Regional climate change information
Traditional approaches answer the question:
 
A more relevant question for society might be: 
                                       

IPCC AR6 WGI Chapter 10, Box 10.2, Figure 1 (subject to editing); after Shepherd (2019 PRSA) 

‘What will happen?’

 ‘What are the mitigation actions
 required under an uncertain
 regional climate change?’
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 Large-scale  SH circulation variability 

EOF1 - ERA5 mean sea level preassure

Positive  phase of Southern Annular Mode (SAM)

A statistically significant  trend towards a more positive phase of  the SAM has 
been observed in the last 40 decades
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Model uncertainty in SH circulation 

 Mindlin et al. (2020); Mindlin et al. (2021)

Model uncertainty in the summer (DJF) 
Southern Annular Mode change
Left: HadGEM3 and CESM2 response (CMIP6)
Right: Spagetti plot of SAM response in 30 
CMIP6 models

Positive  phase of Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
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Storylines for the Southern Hemisphere  

Zappa & Shepherd (2017);  Ceppi & Shepherd (2019); Saggioro & Shepherd (2019); Butler et al. (2010);  Son et al. (2011 )
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Remote drivers of SH circulation 

Mindlin et al. (2021)

Spread in the remote drivers of summer (DJF) circulation in the Southern Hemisphere 
Red and blue dots indicate different stoyrlines of the remote drivers’ response 
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Dynamical Conditions in storylines for the SH 

Mindlin et al. (2021)

Summer (DJF) Southern Annular Mode change 
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Dynamical Conditions in storylines for the SH 

Mindlin et al. (2021)

Summer (DJF) Southern Annular Mode change 
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Circulation change in storylines for the SH

Mindlin et al. (2020), Mindlin et al. (2021)

Summer (DJF) zonal mean zonal wind change
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Regional climate change in storylines 

Mindlin et al. (2020), Mindlin et al. (2021)

Summer (DJF) precipitation change

High TW + Late VB Low TW + Late VB
Multi-model ensemble
             mean High TW + Early VB Low TW + Early VB
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Conclusions 

1. The storyline approach is useful 
to provide regional climate change
 information, because it allows a
representation of model uncertainty.

2. Changes in the VB date and TW  drive different changes in circulation, 
while both driving a change towards a possitive  Southern  Annular Mode

3. In Australasia, there is a wide range of precipitation impacts in 
summer explained by the four dynamical storylines explained in this 
talk.
Overall, a late VB date drives wetting and a high TW drives drying.



Thank you! 

julia.mindlin@cima.fcen.uba.ar

@jumindlin
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